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The way their vocals merge with the music takes it to another level of R&B, if you take the strong vocals

of Lauryn Hill, add in a touch of the smooth sound of Anita Baker, topped off with the soulful sound of

Faith Evans,you have the unique sound that is 11 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Rhythm  Blues,

URBAN/R&B: Soul Details: History Black  MYLD originated in the summer of 1995. The member that

make up this trio are Christinay Bogan, Leisa Collins, and Sharron Collins. All of the member are from

Birmingham, Alabama. Christinay attended Talladega College where her major was music and vocal

performance. Sharron attended the University of Montevallo where her major was vocal performance as

well. Leisa attended Miles College, from which she received her Bachelor's in Business Management.

Black  MYLD has done performances at the South Carolina Black Expo, Workplay in Birmingham,Al, and

a variety of other showcases across the Southeast. They have won many talent shows including

Birmingham's Amateur night at the Apollo on tour and the Original Showtime at the Apollo in New

York,NY. Black  MYLD has even received the key to a number of cities. Many artists have noticed that

talented trio. These artists have given Black  MYLD the opportunity to share their voices with

thousands.The group has opened for artists such as:Master P,TI,Lip Flip,Floyd Taylor,Eric

Essix,Brownstone,Ced Delany Comedy Show,Ricky Smiley, Henry Welch Comedian,Splat Pack,Soul For

Real,Kut Klose,Calvin Richardson,Da Brat,Sir Charles Jones,Latimore,Bobby Blue Bland,Tekneek,Lyfe

Jenning,Kool Ace,Jesse Campbell. Currently Black  MYLD is working on their first project with 431

Productions (Atlanta,Ga.), Music Makers Recording Studio, Ken Smith, K.B. and Troubleshooters

(Birminghm,Al.). "It's taken hard work and dedication to have 11 songs ready for distribution,"said Leisa

Collins. This Hip-Hop track is laced with diverse R&B chords and spectacular vocals, which has become

a trademrk of their music. All of the members are proud that they are now receiving much deserved radio
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time on many stations throughout the Southeast. Black  Myld has proven that they have the talent and

versatility to take the world by storm. They continue to write their own lyrics, as well as write for other

local artist. "God has given us the patience and determination to keep striving", says Christinay. All they

need is a chance, and the rest will speak for itself.
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